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Molecular Biology of the Cell, Alberts�

How we study cells . . . How cells behave�



Molecular Biology of the Cell, Alberts�



3. Cancer – unregulated cell growth       

living with an altered genome�

  2. Cancer cells typically aneuploid – inappropriate 

 chromosome number 

1. Cancer cells often exhibit heightened migration       

chromosome segregation - microtubules 

Cell motility - actin 

Tumor Suppressor Genes and Oncogenes 
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Push a cell forward? � Holding a cell back�

Front wheel drive�





Lamellipodia (sheet-like projections) in crawling and sensing 



Fiber growth pushes plasma membrane forward 

Front wheel drive�



Cell showing retraction at rear: front wheel and rear wheel drive�

Beads on substrate and ‘run on the spot’�



Contraction at rear of the cell produced by myosin II (red).�
 �reduces cytosolic ‘bulk’ in rear and push cell�

�   forward�

Front wheel�
  drive . . .�
       fiber growth�

Rear wheel�
  drive . . . �
       myosin�
  compresses by�
pulling fibers�
  together�



G-actin to F-actin 

Head-to-tail association: 

  cleft side binds to non-cleft side         

Cleft end 

Non-Cleft 

 end 

polarity  

Filamentous (F) actin 



G-actin to F-actin  

F-actin 

Filament comprised 

  of two protofilaments 

  - each head to tail 

Lateral associations 

 strengthen F-actin 

 - same polarity 



Accessory proteins (ARP2/3) 

promote web-like growth 

   of actin that pushes the 

plasma membrane forward 



Cell crawling  

1. Lamellipodia 

 extension = actin 

 polymerization 

2. Attachment: 

  actin to substrate 

  more later . . . 

3. Traction - 

  bulk of cell 

  squeezed forward 

     via myosin 



Actin a major play in muscle contraction 

Here – anti-parallel arrays of actin are pulled together by Mysosin�



Is actin assembly (and cell migration) random?�



WASP (Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein)�

Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome results in�
immunodeficiency with associated �
cytoskeletal disorders�



WASP (Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein�

Soluble WASP recruited  by activated �
     G protein to PM -> activated�



Activated WASP/Scar�
   recruit ARP2/3 complex�

Nucleate actin assembly�





� � � � � � ��Cofilin binds to old�
Actin and takes it�
  apart�



Note cofilin is more central, relative to leading edge where�
�actin is nucleated�



Cell crawling  

1. Lamellipodia 

 extension = actin 

 polymerization 

2. Attachment: 

  actin to substrate 

  more later . . . 

3. Traction - 

  bulk of cell 

  squeezed forward 

     via myosin 



How to connect internal cytoskeletal element�
  (actin) to substratum surface . . .?�



How to connect internal cytoskeletal element�
  (actin) to substratum surface . . .?�

Actin indirectly coupled to �
     substrates through �
         trans-membrane�
               integrins�

Adhesions plaques important�
    for locomotion . . .�
       metastasis and�
Letting go�



  Metastasis – cell migration and ignoring cues 

leaving home without a forwarding address�



Zhu et al 2004 

Scratch test 

Wildtype cells         Tumor cells 

Time 

Tumor cells�
Show Increased �

mobility�



Summing up Actin dynamics in a living cell�



Love the neighbor � � �      Not so close ��

Shape and proximity 



3. Cancer – unregulated cell growth       

living with an altered genome�

  2. Cancer cells typically aneuploid – inappropriate 

 chromosome number 

1. Cancer cells often exhibit heightened migration       

chromosome segregation - microtubules 

Cell motility - actin 

Tumor Suppressor Genes and Oncogenes 



Aneuploidy can  

be limited 



Aneuploidy can  

Rampant 

Duplications 

Translocations 



A.  Chromosome segregation - Main points: 

1.� The essential blue-print of instructions are  

     contained on chromosomes  

  (you have 2 sets of 23 – and you need them ALL) 

2.� Before a cell divides into two – the cells must 

 copy each chromosome to obtain to identical sets 

3.� Cell division is the process by which the chromosomes  

(and later cell volume) are separated 

4.   Chromosome segregation requires structural elements, 

      mechanical forces and geometry 

Chromosome Segregation and Cell Migration 


